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SOLSTICE®

SPECIAL FEATURES

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TESTS OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

SINGLE HAND ADJUSTMENT
One-handed fold allows for easy and quick 
folding or adjustments even while holding your 
child.

SUSPENSION
Coil springs provide a smooth ride even on rough 
terrain.

COMPACT FOLD

SAFETY STANDARDS

Reclining Seat
Massive Cargo Space
Adjustable Sunshade
Magnetic Snaps

Pass Through Window
Push Button Wheels
Low Center of Gravity
Curb Test

Harness Load Test
Irregular Surface Test
Handlebar Test

Car Seat Adapter
Handlebar Console
Snack Bowl & Cup Holder
Rolling Travel Case

Bunting Bag
Weather Shield

ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBAR
Handlebar adjusts creating the perfect 

75 lbs

29 lbs

COLORS

RIDERS

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

CRUSH TEST
Ensures strength and integrity of frame in a roll-over.

S.I.T. SEATTM

Spring-integrated technology encloses 
the harness straps and pulls them away 
from the middle of the seat, preventing 
straps from falling limp or getting stuck 
underneath the child.

LOCKING FRONT WHEEL
Allow the wheel to swivel for excellent 
maneuverability or lock for increased 
stability while jogging or when strolling on 
rough terrain. 

BURLEY.COM

Our products are tested in-house during 
the earliest design phases to ensure that 
safety and reliability are built in from 
the beginning. We’ve developed testing 
protocols that are the toughest out there. 

thought. 

BURLEY’S FIRST PRIORITY



About Burley Design

Our love of bicycle trailers dates back more than 35 years. In the 1970's, Alan Scholz started a business 
called Burley Bike Bags - a company inspired by his wife "Burley Bev," a local Oregon bike racer. The 

couple sold their bags at Eugene's Saturday Market, a 30-mile commute from their home. Determined to live 
a car-free life, Alan built a strong, durable, safe trailer to transport his young daughter and the Burley bags 
to the Market (his first trailer was actually built from old swing-set parts). It wasn't long before people were 
asking to buy a trailer like Alan's. Then, bike shops in Eugene started to carry the Burley trailers. The market 
for Burley trailers grew rapidly and today the name "Burley" is synonymous with "bicycle trailers."
In 1978 Burley became a worker-owned cooperative, and in 2006 members sold the company to Michael 
Coughlin, a Eugene businessman, community leader, and Oregon native. His first move was to bring the 
focus back to Burley’s core product and the heart of the company: the Burley trailer.
The Burley future is bright with a worldwide distribution network and products that are well respected for 
their manufacturing quality and exceptional safety. The Burley brand stands for unmatched quality today, 
just as it did in 1978.
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Burley is proud to introduce the Solstice® Jogging Stroller. Since 1978, Burley has been creating the 
world’s toughest, most durable outdoor recreational transport gear for people who love to bike, run and 

explore. Our products are created with thoughtful design, rugged durability and innovative safety so families 
can get outside and share their passion for the outdoors. Designed in Eugene, Oregon, Burley’s products are 
available throughout North America, Europe and Asia.

The Solstice Jogging Stroller is a natural extension of Burley’s core product line – child bicycle trailers.  
Nearly every trailer we make is multi-functional: strolling, jogging, hiking, even cross-country skiing. With 
the Solstice, Burley now provides a jogging and strolling solution for the active outdoor family who either 
doesn’t bike or wants a stroller-only option.

The Solstice features a patented S.I.T.™ (Spring Integrated Technology) Seat, one-handed fold, locking swivel 
front wheel, telescoping handlebar, large cargo capacity, and much more to make it easy for active parents 
to get outside with their children.

Burley Solstice
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The S.I.T. Seat features unique spring integrated straps that rebound outwards when unsnapped, holding 
themselves out of the way and making it significantly easier to load and unload children. The S.I.T. Seat 

is also machine washable. 
 

The folding mechanism can be operated with one hand and will automatically lock closed when shut, 
allowing the user to load the jogger into their vehicle or storage area while holding a child in the other 

arm. 



Easy to use knob allows for quick locking of the front 
12” swivel wheel. Allow the wheel to swivel for                      

excellent maneuverability or lock it for increased stability 
while     jogging or when strolling on rough terrain.
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Extendable handlebar: Creates the perfect 
fit. As the handlebar gets higher it is pulled 

farther from the stroller allowing for increased 
stride length.

The Solstice is also designed to balance 
standing upright when folded, as well 

as maintain its ability to roll. This makes the 
Solstice significantly easier to store when not 
in use, compared with other premium jogging 
strollers. 



Padded seat can be adjusted with one hand. The single centered adjustment strap ensures a level recline 
for the child and offers enhanced seating comfort in any position.

5-point harness keeps child safe.

Extendable Canopy allows for plenty of shade from the sun. When retracted, the canopy is out of the child 
compartment. The peak through window allows for easy passenger viewing, with magnets to keep the 

flap up even while in motion.
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All adjustment touch points are easily visible in bright yellow, making the Solstice intuitive to operate.

Coil-spring suspension system provides a smooth ride.

Tough, impact resistant polymer rear wheels are outfitted with inflatable tires that roll on everything 
from smooth streets to rough trails.

Front wheel tracking is adjustable with easy 
to use tracking knob.
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Additional features include: 

-Extra-large cargo capacity allows you to bring plenty of extras including diaper bag, clothes, and food.
-Padded handlebar with safety strap.
-Foot-actuated parking brake.

The Solstice is tested to US and European Stroller Safety standards, ASTM F833-13b and EN1888:2012 
respectively. Solstice and Solstice accessories are chemically tested to meet US and European require-

ments.



Available Accessories

Accessories

Solstice accessories can be 
detached by simply pressing the 
button on the side of the jogger.

Rolling Travel Case Bunting Bag Weather Shield

Handlebar Console Snack and Drink Holder Car Seat Adapter
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Specifications

Weight (Net) 29lb, 13.2kg

Capacity Up to 75lbs (34kg), 

Frame Materials High strength aluminum alloy.

Seat Material Nailhead dobby polyester weave fabrics with water repellent polyurethane coating and open 
cell foam padding.

Seat Care: S.I.T. ™ Seat can be removed and machine washed. Sponge remaining area with a solution 
of lukewarm water and mild soap. Rinse thoroughly with clean water to remove all soap and 
allow to dry. DO NOT USE DETERGENT.

Seat Harness 5 point harness.

Safety Features 5 point harness / parking brake / wrist tether / reflective fabric and reflectors on wheels.

Seat Recline One-handed adjustable seatback recline.

Suspension Coil springs provide a comfortable ride.

Tires Pneumatic tires. Rear 16” x 1.75”, Front 12.5” x 1.75”.

Tubes Pneumatic with schrader valve.

Front Hub Quick release axle with sealed cartridge bearings.

Rear Hub Pushbutton release with sealed cartridge bearings.

Wheels + Spokes High-impact polymer.

Brake Foot-activated parking brake.

Wrist Tether High strength, polyester fabric webbing attached to stroller handlebar.

Canopy Adjustments 4 position toggle system with zippered expandable panel. Coverage provides ample protection 
from the elements.

Canopy Window 41.25 sq. in (105 sq. cm) clear viewing window.

Adjustable Padded Handlebar Adjusts to any height between 37.5-40.5 in (95-103 cm).

Swivel Lock Knob Plastic with convenient touch points for easy adjustment.

Tracking Knob Adjustable tracking knob to fine tune stroller tracking when front wheel is locked.

Storage Two interior mesh seat pockets, and extra large Cargo Basket (3356 sq. in/ 55L) underneath 
seat with additional mesh pockets.
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Available Colors


